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Abstract

Salt at Dawn, Salt in my Veins
By Cecilia Hankyeol Kim, MFA

“
This paper is a contemplation on expanded time, over generations along my maternal lineage;
on being on the borders, embodying homeland;
on inheritance and shared labor;
occupying a void that is dense;
looking towards dawn.
”

Director:
Mark Boulos
Assistant Professor, Department of Photography + Film
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The Kitchen

I return to kitchen again. In the past two years during the pandemic, the kitchen has offered a solitary space of
comfort and consolation. It has become the space of survival, my anchor for cultural roots, my real studio.
Here we reveal our true selves: what we eat gives away our upbringing, the food we shared with our family or
friends in our childhood. The kitchen is evidence to our transformation, whether a cultural assimilation or
return to our roots. The art of the kitchen is a humble one, one that bridges the divide between people, and is
also the most essential and exquisite of labor forms. The preparation of food, passed down along generations,
is a lived practice that bonds people together. In this space, I continue in the history of labor and production as
an artist.
Foods such as songpyun, mandu, and jeon, anchors my identity as a Korean. Every year when I was a child
still living in Korea, our family would convene at my paternal grandmother’s home several times a year to
celebrate traditional holidays. All day, my mom, grandmother, and unmarried aunt would sit on the living
room floor with portable burners and make jeon—pan-fried fish, zucchini, and oyster mushrooms. We divided
the labor so my brothers and I would prepare the vegetables and fish for frying by covering them in potato
starch and dipping them in egg. The whole apartment would reek of oil by the time the rest of my paternal
relatives came to join for dinner—all three of my married aunts and their families. We would sit around the
table with plates piled with food, with the classic Titanic playing on TV for the holidays. On Lunar New
Years, we would eat taro and rice cake soup, although I disliked the taro because of how slippery it felt on my
tongue. The following day of the holiday, my family would go to visit my maternal grandmother who lived in
the same neighborhood, and who liked to make things by hand. With her, we would make mandu, fat
dumplings, with kimchi and vegetable filling, and songpyun, half-moon shaped rice cakes with bean and
sesame filling. I enjoyed sitting with my two cousins, uncle, aunt, and maternal grandparents making playful
shapes with the dough. After all these years, however, I question whether it was as enjoyable for them as it had
been for me, since it must have meant they would visit their maternal relatives much later than we did, and
long after my dad’s sisters had returned to join their own parents for the holiday.
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Stills from Inherited Labor, 2020, video
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My mother used to call the kitchen her workplace. Although she referred to it as such, the kitchen is not often
regarded as a workplace, unless it is generating some form of monetary profit. Only when you receive payment
for your labor it is seen as work in the capitalist society. Whether in the domestic home or restaurants and
markets, the kitchen is often an unseen space, where the women sweat and labor for others. The hours spent
toiling away by the housewife to feed her family before their daily activities is neither acknowledged nor paid,
thus she lies in the blind spot in the system. Perhaps it is the capitalist, patriarchal society that has turned a
blind eye towards her. Either way, her position as laborer in society is lost when she chooses to stay home for
her family, and along with it, the agency over her own body. The housewife becomes almost like the food and
objects of the kitchen, and perhaps due to this association, food is often described as if a metaphor for the
female body: “She rolls the lime on the table. […] the hardness of the fruit give way, sink into itself, drown in
its own juices. A quick cut across its slackened belly.”1 This visceral description of the lime in Monique
Truong’s queer novel “The Book of Salt” recalls a sexualized, perhaps pregnant, female body. In my poem
“Blue Veins,” the source text for my video Honey and Blue Veins, the pear represents myself and other Asian
female bodies who are exoticized as the Orient under the Western gaze. Especially in Korean society, the
elders worry about lower chances of employment or marrying when you pass your prime twenties and lose
societal value. The daily performance of women includes a performance of youthfulness for the male gaze.
By preparing the traditional food in my “Performed Labor” video series behind a screen of black fabric, I
represent generations of women and their unseen labor. The displacement occurs in the “complete absence of
any descriptive captions that would identify their social and historical contents, the identity of the
photographer,” whereby the image is reactivated and “shatters traditions.”2 The undisclosed identity of the
performing subject is hidden in the black abyss of the void, removing the subjective specificity of the figure
and isolating the gesture from the person. The void is the liminal space where translation gets lost, where the
individual merges into the multiple—merely as one of many women who are “seen and void. Void of view. /
Inside outside. As if never. / As if it was seen for the first time.”3 This harkens back to the invisible labor of
women in the kitchen who sacrifice their individuality to work with no acknowledgement. The preparation of
food, traditionally undertaken by the women of the family, is an unarchived, embodied history that becomes a
kind of muscle memory passed down through the hands. The body represents the historiography of women and
their labor, as written documents account for a mediated past that reflects what those in power want us to see.
“Korean women’s experiences of history have been buried under layers of male narratives,”4 and the “marked
denial of Koreans as historical witnesses in the privileged archives”5 extends into the local, as well as gendered
history of Korea. The past is never fully accessible in the documented archives. Thus, I look to the continuous
and living history in the veins of my mother and grandmother that I can touch and learn. I confront the
“narrativizing apparatus of history, specifically the generically restricted and contradictory positions it
allocates for female subjects”6 by focusing on gestures of the hands that represent generations of women’s
labor, performing this inherited labor, removed from specific time and location.
My family departed Korea twice, to England and Australia. Gradually we saw less and less of our relatives as
we lived years abroad. Even when we were back, and even during the holidays, it seemed that things had
changed—a stronghold of Western individualism and busy modern life seemed to have cut back on the time
spent with one’s extended family and decreased how faithfully traditions were kept. The time spent together as
a family was significantly less, and what used to be three days of holiday was now half a day at most. The
1

Monique Truong, The Book of Salt (New York: First Mariner Books, 2003), 72.
Laura Hyun Yi Kang, Compositional Subjects (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2002), 232.
3 Theresa Hak Kyung Cha, Dictée (California: University of California Press, 2001), 69.
4 Laura Hyun Yi Kang, Compositional Subjects, 227.
5 Ibid, 226.
6 Ibid, 227.
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number of people gathering on the living room floor had dwindled so that now it is only my mom,
grandmother, and unmarried aunt. As my friends grow older, I hear them complain about the burden of holiday
preparations placed upon their shoulders now as grown women in the household. I wonder if my nostalgia for
how things were comes from an essentializing of my own culture, having lived away from Korea for so long. I
question whether these traditions are tinged with the nostalgia of my childhood memories to “extend beyond
food’s denotative meaning and become a symbol”7 of what it means to be Korean. The traditional foods are,
for me, “the ultimate building block, the structural foundation of individual identity within the collective
identity” and a “semaphore for the whole cultural landscape.”8 By learning and preparing the food in
“Performed Labor,” I am re-inserting myself into these inherited practices, and my performance is caught
between the conflict of a desire to rebel against gendered expectations and the desire for authenticity. Perhaps
these traditions and cultural markers are all that I have to grasp onto as I rebuild my Korean identity after years
of being a transnational nomad, the daughter of an expat, with no physical home but family.
I am particularly interested in food because of how fast it picks up cultural change and how deeply it is
embedded in every aspect of our daily lives. Food takes on more than just its material surface value as symbols
of home, love, and care; my grandmother’s kalbi-jjim, my mother’s braised tofu, and my father’s ginseng
chicken stew are associated with certain memories of the past, which cannot be placed on the same value scale
as the food from a Korean restaurant down the street in a foreign city. The latter case may offer something like
the pleasant surprise of finding a long-lost friend in a city far from home. Food manufacturing companies are
acknowledging this distinction when they advertise their factory products as retro-style or “homemade.”
Nostalgic foods carry with it an entire context for when and how it was eaten, with whom. When it is shared
with human company, it takes on a gift value, transforming the physical value of food into something
immeasurable. Holidays are also represented by the food that you make and eat—songpyun for Chuseok,
turkey for Thanksgiving. When food crosses over national boundaries and becomes exported or imported
goods, common foods such as the Asian pear can become exoticized through their rarity under the Oriental
gaze. This is not unlike my own experience as an Asian subject in the Western world.

7
8

Jane F. Ferry, Food in Film: A Culinary Performance of Communication (New York: Routledge, 2003), 4.
Ferry, Food in Film: A Culinary Performance of Communication, 35.
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At the Edge of Homeland

My name comes from an expression in Korean, hangyeol-gatda or “to be as hangyeol,” which means always the
same, unchanging and steadfast. This expression holds virtue in consistency and in the struggle of standing against
the changing currents and evolving nature of time. My work also exists in a liminal space and time, between
ideology and reality. Gloria Anzaldúa defines the borderlands as a “vague and undetermined place created by the
emotional residue of an unnatural boundary” in a “constant state of transition.”9 Although she is referring to a
cultural and national boundary here, this borderland liminality can also lie in-between generations, genders, and
ideologies. I occupy many of these borderlands as well as the cultural borderland, having wanted to belong to the
many cultures I existed in but never belonging to any single one. It becomes a choice to learn to perform a singular
identity, to avoid remaining in the uncertain and lonely borderland, by reshaping and consciously concealing certain
parts of the self in the desire to belong to a physical place and community.
Yet I perpetually exist at the border, even when I am far from it. Some are born into the border, straddling cultures,
but for me, the border is a way of living. A trajectory of not one but many migrations lie across the span of my life,
none of which had any sense of permanency. Five years after being born in the capital of Korea, Seoul, our family
relocated to England due to my father’s transferal of offices as an expat. Since then I have never settled with a
conviction of staying in any city; never acquired a sense of attachment or belonging to any one of the geographical
locations that I resided in. An awareness of my inevitable departure was imprinted in my mind. Interestingly, this
became a self-fulfilled prophecy. As I constantly reminded myself of this inevitability, when times came
unexpectedly to decide my future, it was difficult to accept that I could choose to stay in the places I considered
temporary all along, and could only choose to leave. It may have served as a survival tactic to protect myself from
repeating the trauma of being separated from a place that became attached to. Home was something I carried within
me instead of identifying with place. I habitually crossed borders as a transnational nomad. In doing so I was leaving
parts of me behind, or being left behind, and found myself still stuck between borders. Belonging, now seems a
conscious decision, and I choose to define myself as a Korean. This involves a conscious performance and
relearning as I am residing outside of Korea, in a city with so few Koreans. In this process I became aware that
regardless of my identification, I will always occupy this border. I am “Americanized” in the eyes of Koreans, in my
direct addressment in the manner of my speech. In the United States, I am legally a foreign alien, and will always be
a cultural outsider. Migration takes places on two levels both physically and emotionally, as I reconcile with my
liminal identity: “a migration deeper into feeling itself.”10
The feeling of contemporary burnout may in part be attributed to being constantly on the outskirts of the system—
when the acknowledgement or merit doesn’t equal to the effort or contribution. The labor of art is often undermined
as having no practical use value in society. Yet we too as laborers are members of this society like any other
museum curator, critic, archivist, conservator, or security guard, whose jobs conversely depend on the existence of
artists. In this way, my work also self-reflexively looks towards labor from the perspective of a working artist.

9
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The Markets

The social, interpersonal relationships are deeply imbued in the production and making and cannot be
separated from the work itself. I am critical of the monetization and sales of such work in the art market, and
how the work transforms into numbers and capital asset, detached from its actual presence. Yet I am still a
maker within the capitalist system, turning the wheels with my production as one of its laborers and dependent
on the system for survival. These conflicted emotions have sustained my interest in markets—especially those
that have withstood time to preserve values that may be outdated or outmoded—at the very edge of their
demise, precariously holding their place against Westernized capitalist monopolies. Walking through the street
markets of Busan when I returned to my country last year gave me a particular sense of nostalgia as if I had
been there before. It dug out my childhood memory of when I lived in Korea, which I longed to reconnect to.
As a temporary resident at an artist residency at that time, I was neither a tourist nor a local, reinforcing this
torn identity that I always had my whole life, living in places without any permanence as an insider and
outsider at the same time.

Still from Echo of a Market, 2021, video

I had never lived in Busan before, yet despite having no memory attached to Busan, walking through the alley
markets gave me such delight. I discovered pockets of Korea where time seemed slowed down or frozen in
decades before, as if the two cities of Seoul and Busan existed in different periods of time. It was evident that
time had passed, however. The stalls with its baskets of produce and the old machinery that churned out long
noodles of rice cake and ground soybeans for tofu were the same, but the owners operating the machinery and
sitting behind the stalls all day long were old, aging into their 60s and 70s. They had been waiting behind these
stalls, in the same seat and spot as decades before. Their sons and daughters who occasionally stepped in to
offer an extra hand, were raised in that city, that same neighborhood which they never left, and were now in
the late 40s with children of their own. I felt as if witnessing the end of a generation, inside a crumbling system
standing against capitalism. No one in the next generation were eager to replace them in operating these
markets, with scant economic reward for the grueling input of physical labor. Still I felt lucky to exist in a
place where the customs evoked a nostalgia for old times when everyone knew each other as a community.
This was no longer the case in Seoul where houses were replaced by high rise apartments and there was no
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time to know your neighbors. At the same time, I felt sorrowful because there was no doubt that the economy
of this system was failing, and the chances of rescuing it from low gains and struggles to make ends meet
seemed minimal, in a society dominated by larger fast-paced systems. These markets were at the verge of
disappearance, at any moment once the elderly owners passed away. But the occupants were real people,
individuals that I could recognize and identify their faces behind the products that I bought, and they were
standing against the monopoly of faceless capitalist giants. The women at these markets are their own system,
a manufacturer and retailer in one, existing in this archaic role, and at least until now, sustaining this
community in twenty-first century hyper-modernized Korea.
The markets under scrutiny in the films Echo of a Market and Inherited Labor are built on smaller family
structures, and the labor being profited and sold extends from the domestic spaces of the family. The structural
building blocks of these markets take certain aspects of long-standing traditional practices for granted, as a
form of what Anna Tsing refers to as “salvage accumulation”11 of capital. This callous treatment of the
traditional practices in these markets as infinitely everlasting may be the dangerous cause of the gradual
disappearance of Korean traditional markets, which are held up by the most fragile elderly occupants in their
final years with no one to take over their places. It is often a common mistake to ignore the symptoms of
disappearance until faced with total absence.

Still from Echo of a Market, (left side), 2021, video

As I stood in the markets as witness to this passage of time, something happened in the transferal of the live
event and place through the camera to documentation. I had been telling myself to take my camera and film
this market a few streets from my apartment, which I walked by on my way back and forth from another
market I frequented. When I did venture out with my camera, the sun was already setting at 5pm. I hadn’t

11
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realized the markets were closed for Sunday, so I stood facing the empty alleyway with shutters pulled down
over the closed stalls. The setting sun threw a yellow light over the entire street and a swarm of tiny flies filled
the air, and I was overcome with this heightened awareness of the absence of people, and a ghostly presence in
their absence through traces of their occupation. The flies caught the sunlight and filled the vacant spaces as
they drifted. A woman at the only open store saw my camera and approached me, saying that these flies always
came at this time of day. She told it with a tone of frustration at the sheer abundance of flies, that jolted me out
of my romantic admiration of the flies against the sun. Despite how I tricked myself into believing I was an
insider here, having tea in the back of the market stalls, I was an outsider after all. If I were a store owner I too
would find the flies bothersome. The camera, however, captures the market from my subjective point of view.
The market is colored with nostalgia as the light filters through the lens and tints the street with sepia. The
flies, silhouetted against the sun, appear as dust particles, just like when you blow against an old photograph in
your attic and watch the dust stir and settle. Echo of a Market, in this way, is a documentary film that stands
contrary to the genre’s purpose of capturing reality, or perhaps is an example of how documentary provides
just a single facet of reality that is filtered through a subjective experience and delivery of that place or event.

Still from Echo of a Market, 2021, video

→ Link to Echo of a Market
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Installation of Echo of a Market in “Salt Dawn,” The Anderson Gallery, 2021
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nothing precious after all, hand-embroidered cushions, cotton, vinyl, polystyrene, 2021
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Salmon

Heavy heat presses her shoulders.
The clouds, drooped and sagged, wipes a sweat.
Her puffed skin explodes from its scorched seams
She is a salmon lost. Her time is done.
A heavy stone in her heart hauls her down
and the grain of sand in her mouth
Drops against the peppered floor
into a million lies.
Through darkened skies, a rusty vein
bleeds a trickle of rain, ruby red.
The sun shines the bottom of the water and is blinding.
A single shard enters her bone
A fatal blow.
Her feet kiss the river bed.
His fingers gently caress
only to pluck that silver scale
Exposing beneath, raw flesh,
Her sullied pink skin now tucked out of sight.
Teeth grow from the scratch of nails
biting her from inside out
Gills flutter like eyelids. A wretched clasp
digs through her ribs, around her heart.
No witness to her last breath
She is but a fish, helpless on the shore.
Moist beads roll off her glassy eyes, ink-black and vacant,
far from home.
A jumbled collection of spine, ribcage, and intestines
become fossils compressed
A desiccated airtight ziplock bag—
to the bottom of her chest.
Insides spill red marbles filled with her salty tears
and the sun burns her crust, crisp thin.
Scales crinkle and shrink in the face of an enemy
Pigeons fly over carrying no news in particular.
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Caviar

At the bottom of a black sleep41
She opens and finds
a bone- colored cradle25
as he whispers the words
of a long night.

Blind fish125
skip white-lipped125 waves
as they warn of lavender smoke196
from mountainous144 pines.196

Silence surges.139

Figs wrinkle63
from the white heat79
their veil of skin,
blue54
with fear of the shadowless noon.128

A wound.198

Black eggs23 pitted118 in pale flesh
Knuckles clenched, bone-white.118
Blood gathers darkly121
on fingertips187 like heavy fruit,121
their skin
desertcracked.188

––––––––––––––––––––––––––
* Page numbers for extracted and rearranged words from Sylvia Plath, The Bell Jar (New York: Bantam Books, 1971)
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Generational Time

I sense the change of season through my hands. Summer dawns upon me suddenly, like an attack. I wake up to
it, sensing the heat through the window blinds. My hands are weeping sweat. If I lift my palms, the sweat drips
like a leaking faucet, trickling down my wrist and arm. Turning my fingers downwards, the sweat gathers on
each fingertip like morning dew on flower stems, heavy like figs. This condition connects me to my mother. It
is one of the many things I have inherited from her, along with my passion for language and literature. We
share this condition, this disabling burden, with many of the other expectations and conditions of being a
woman. My mother stepped into the traditional role of the domestic housewife upon graduating with her
Masters in Korean literature, unquestioningly, as that was the expectation for a married woman. She doesn’t
regret her education as her Masters degree at a prestigious university bought her respect in her husband’s
family, though it did nothing to change her role in the household. She had never had interest in domestic
chores, such as cooking or keeping the house orderly, as she had always occupied leadership roles at school
with ambitions for various professions, yet there was no question for her to take this role of housewife in the
marriage relationship. There were few other options for married women of her social and economic class. At
every holiday, she would go to her mother-in-law's house to prepare for a holiday feast, every year she
represented our family to make preparations for her husband’s deceased male ancestors. Our condition of
hyperhidrosis, the irrational sweating of our hands, is a visible connection between my mother and I that
symbolizes our shared burden of being a Korean woman. As she dons on her cotton gloves before putting on
rubber gloves to wash the dishes, I think about how accustomed we have become to our own conditions, to
which we are reminded with a jolting awareness every once in a while, like at the cusp of summer season at the
end of a long winter.

18

Stills from Salt Dreams, 2021, video

These conditions of inheritance are akin to an elongated sense of time. The unrealized dreams of my mother’s
mother are passed down to my mother, and from my mother to me. I am tasked with this unspoken mission to
realize and satisfy my mother’s incomplete dreams, which have become as one with my own.

19

This elongated perception of time can be expanded as a shared experience among many women, with the
physical and emotion labor attached to the expectation to devote oneself to the family, entrapped in a role of
servitude in the lower rungs of the family’s social hierarchy. This is not a theoretical projection but rather
embedded in the linguistic structure of the Korean language and nomenclature of how one refers to each family
member depending on their position in the family tree. There is a gendered bonding that exists between the
women of my family, as we grew up watching the women in the kitchen and then assumed that place in the
kitchen together. We learned how to prepare food from observing and practice, passing down the skills from
hand to hand.
My mother never desired to learn or practice domestic chores before she had to perform them dutifully after
marriage. She had no talent for cooking and the skills for these chores, for her, formed from the necessity of
practicing them every day. After three decades of performing this role, she now teaches me a thing or two but
times have also changed, I remind her; the Internet is there to fill her absence as we live fourteen hours apart in
time zones. The Internet with its many seasoned mothers (far too many substitutes, my mother says bitterly)
are perhaps offering even better knowledge in their eager advice than what my own mother would have been
able to impart upon me. In this circumstance, my mother is at a loss as domestic skill is not her forte but at the
same time, her intellectual skill in teaching Korean is outdated and out of practice. In the time it took for her to
be available for the professional job market again, after three decades of being a full-time mother and
housewife, she is no longer recognized or qualified as a Korean teacher to be able to resume the position she
once occupied. She worked as a receptionist at a college-prep academy for short periods of time to take phone
calls and register students, to which she was grateful for as it was a sought-after position by many moms. She
had so longed to return to the workplace, outside the kitchen and household.

Still from Inherited Labor, 2020, video
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Standing in the Cave

In Yi Sang’s classic Korean novel “Wings,” the domestic space of the protagonist’s bedroom is described as if
a cave, or a mother’s womb. The protagonist stays in this cave-like womb of the bedroom during day and
night, sleeping if not eating. Like a baby, he is nurtured and fed by his wife, protected from the real world in
peaceful ignorance from within the safety of his own bedroom. When he finally ventures out of the room, he
faces the truth, discovering that his wife makes money through prostitution while he is asleep and unaware. It
seems, in the society of this fictitious story, that the only way for his wife, a woman, can fulfil the role of
nurturing housewife and be the breadwinner is through prostitution, by selling her own body. She must remain
in her rightful place in the household to fulfil both roles at once, serving her husband and taking part in the
economy without never leaving the domestic sphere. The same pattern emerges in the narrative of Chantal
Akerman’s 1975 film, “Jeanne Dielman, 23, quai du Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles.” For almost three hours of
the three-and-a-half-hour film we watch Jeanne Dielman dutifully perform various chores in a meticulous
manner, the notable difference being that she is subservient to her son in the absence of her husband. Here it
dawns upon us with a surprise that her economic means, too, is prostitution, and eventually she breaks from
the patriarchal repression that she is subject to, or rather her repressed emotions break out from her when she
commits murder of one of her clients.
The domestic space is metaphorically similar to Plato’s allegory of the cave. Within the “cave-like dwelling”12
in Plato’s “Republic VII,” the prisoners are shackled to face away from the light from the cave entrance, facing
only the shadows. The cave, equivalent to the confines of the domestic space for married women, is a coveted
space of protection imposed by dominating members of society that is removed from this society or reality. It
is under this pretense of safety and protection in which men of patriarchal societies speak of stay-at-home
housewives while the men brave up to the turmoil of their workplace. In “Kim Ji-Young, Born 1982,” a
popular feminist novel by Cho Nam-Joo published in 2016, protagonist Kim Ji-Young is an ordinary woman
(shaped out of statistics of the average woman born in 1982) who graduates college, marries, has a child and
quits her job, facing everyday challenges in reality as a woman in Korean society. In one scene, Kim takes her
baby out in a stroller and sits in a park with a coffee. A group of company employees on break walk past and
accuse her of spending her husband’s money in the blissful luxury of not working, as if an insect or parasite.
The domestic labor is not monetarily rewarded and therefore the stay-at-home wife or mother is looked upon
as not partaking in and existing outside the economy, though as my mother says, “the kitchen is the
workplace.” She has no hours, rather is constantly overworked on a never-ending extended shift. When the
prisoner escapes the cave and sees the real world, after the pain and brief moment of blindness comes a
realization of their own illusion until that point. The awakened prisoner returns to the cave to tell this truth to
the other prisoners in the cave. But by this time their eyes have adjusted to the bright sunlight, their sight too
weakened to see through the darkness anymore. This disabled sight is all that the other prisoners witness, as
they cannot see that the freed prisoner has seen. Within the protected ignorance of the cave, the freed prisoner
that returns with a compromised sight only confirms to the rest this illusion of safety. The other prisoners will
therefore choose to remain in the caves because what they see is only the pain of reality, whereas reality is
multifaced and may offer so much more. Such is the way that women are also framed in patriarchal society, in
the pretense of being protected from reality like the prisoners of Plato’s cave, concealed in the domestic
interior.

12
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Salt

The caves are symbolic of this elongated, expansive time, of concealment and discovery. The geology of the
caves has formed over an unimaginable expanse of time, millions of years condensed in its geology. The
dripping calcite water forming at the ends of stalactites are deceptively light, yet they leave a ring of calcite
residue as it drops to the cave ground. One inch of a calcite straw takes a century to form. These are the
beginnings of stalactites.
While filming “Salt Dreams,” I visited two caves on the west side of Virginia. The two caves were quite the
opposite in their condition. One was rather hidden, located in a secluded area at the bottom of the Shenandoah
mountains. Walking up to the entrance of the caverns, there was no hint or indication that I was about to enter
such a vast space. The rocks glistened with moisture from the calcite mineral water; every surface was alive.
The second caverns that I visited was far more well known, and perhaps due to this the appearance of these
caverns was drastic contrast. Except for the Dream Lake, a pool of water where the reflection perfectly
mirrored the ceiling, the rest of the caverns were heavily damage from unguarded surfaces, bright colorful
lights, and loud musical speakers. The rock was dry, discolored, and dead. The two caves made it clear in their
varying states of preservation that the idea of an unchanging, constant state of nature was illusory, and that
human presence permanently affects the geology of these caves, destroying it much faster than it took to form.
Nature’s permanency itself is an illusion, its slow time antithetical to Capitalism. Perhaps it is impossible for
something so slow moving to exist alongside fast-paced capitalist systems, as the Anthropocene takes its toll. I
perceive this slow destruction of nature, despite its human efforts for preservation, as a parallel to changing
traditions. We hold onto traditions as anchors of our identity, especially as displaced immigrant individuals
residing outside of our home country, yet these too are not permanent. The authentic traditions as we
remember it are subject to change as contemporary social demands and expectations evolve, and places the
traditions in an endangered state, at the verge of disappearing. Traditions and caves both evolve and desire to
resist against time. In speleogenesis, salt minerals are dissolved in the water that moves through the caves, like
the sweat through the veins of me and my mother, and is evidence to the changing and evolving generational
time.

“Salty sweat soaks everything we touch.”

This salt, found in cave rock formations and in the sweat of my palm, symbolizes labor. A key ingredient to
many foods, it is the most essential ingredient in seasoning and preservation, yet often shadowed by others.
Salt requires human labor both in its production and its usage in cooking. During these processes, sweat is
produced as a by-product, also containing salt. Salt connects nature to food to domestic spaces and markets
through a web of labor, and the salt in the sweat from our labor gets washed away, returning to the nature it
came from to complete a full cycle. The cycle of salt is an ongoing, repeating process that takes on multiple
facades. The salt travels, across cultural and national borders, in the form of exported foods and goods, in the
form of cultural appropriation or exploitation of outsourced labor, and in various forms of translation and
mistranslation. It leaves a temporary residue on every surface or product that is evaporated, erased,
enshrouded, or extracted. Visible or not, it leaves a trace nevertheless.
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Stills from Salt Dreams, 2021, video
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Bianca Bondi, Life to Itself, 2021, site specific installation with salt
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Salt Dreams
Sea foam crash against windows, threatening to swallow
as you stayed up the night watching
everyone lay asleep.
The ground disappears and suddenly I fall
In saltwater. I am still in a dream.
Toxic air and a panicked crowd
They open their mouths, silent,
lungs bulging in their throat.
Voice is but a sheath. I close my eyes
and fumble for the empty vaults where I imagine I am alone.
I don’t sink into your voice but remember only the smoothness
of words over my tongue. I roll it over and over
Folding your words into my skin.
I savor it like salted butter.
Sometimes its grain catches,
grazing the inside of my mouth like the burnt crust of baguette.
Nights keep me awake.
The low thud of my heart on the pavement
when cars peel my shoulders,
racing to catch the first glint of sun.
Look back at the seams of time hidden.
Time is paralyzed until dawn.
Crevices glisten as the night beckons
with endless invitations.
A sudden piercing image, I remember:
Shards of my dream flashing like advertisements outside a subway train.
Looking at someone else’s snapshots and having a strange sensation
that you share their memory, that you were there, somehow.
Blistering skin on my sweaty palms signal the change of season.
This I inherited from my mother.
Sweat gathers at the fingertips like morning dew.
The sweat peels off my fingerprints.
Dry paper was fast to soak up her touch.
Salty sweat soaked everything we touched.
A longing for something that was never yours.
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Salt Dawn, The Anderson Gallery, 2021
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Salt Dawn, The Anderson Gallery, 2021
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Simultaneously Woven Voices

“The past is inaccessible as a truthful or objective account, as historiography is mediated by unreliable narrators.” 13
Occupying the space of the border, particularly where there is little international diversity, has meant that I have a
heightened awareness of how I represent my own culture. In her interview “There Is No Such Thing as
Documentary,” Trinh T. Minh-Ha talks about “speaking nearby”14 rather than speaking for or about, of this need to
acknowledge the gap between the maker and subject, and of the necessity to leave the space of representation open
rather than a closure. I further this thought by embracing and acknowledging that what I present is a subjective
account of a narrative that may only be true to myself. In Minh-Ha’s film “Surname Viet Given Name Nam,”
multiple narrators speak at once. The ownership of the spoken narrative(s) relayed to us is ambiguous, as no single
voice dictates a dominant truth, challenging the notion that there is a single representative history in the first place.
In “Salt Dreams” I weave together the voices of my mother, father, aunt, and myself, reciting sections of a poetic
narrative that I wrote. Despite my ownership of this original text, its interpretation in the emotional delivery through
each voice varies, contributing to a multiplicity that is similar to Minh-Ha’s decentralized narrators. In “Surname
Viet Given Name Nam,” history is retold as fragmented accounts of women’s lived experiences rather than through
official documents recorded by men. In “Dictée,” Theresa Hak Kyung Cha also eschews the concept of singular
narrator, “instead figuring identity as […] fractured” or repeated through “multiple persons that exist(ed) apart in
geography and time, […] embedded in other persons, discourses, and histories.”15 Cha acknowledges the gulf
between the transplanted foreign female and local, where the intimacies of language and identity are exacerbated by
migration. Fragmented voices of my family members come together in “Salt Dreams” to form a subjective narrative
on existing in liminal spaces and time, and on the conscious experience of being an outsider. I am not only
addressing liminal identities but also being perceptive to how people speak or communicate through the delivery of
words and the intonations and valences of their voice, not just through the construction of words and sentences.

“Voice is but a sheath, I close my eyes and fumble for the empty vaults where I imagine I’m alone. I don’t sink into
your voice but remember only smoothness of words over my tongue.”

Though I write “voice is but a sheath,” a vessel, wrapping, or shell, the spoken and written narratives in “Salt
Dreams” are never delivered in the same language at the same time, so that only one of either the spoken or written
text will be legible at any given point unless the viewer is bilingual in Korean and English. When the text is spoken
in a language foreign to the viewer they must rely on the written text, and the emotional delivery of the voice itself.
The viewer is also left to question the authenticity of translation, as they know not whether the written and spoken
text are direct translations of each other. They are merely left to assume so as they are not told otherwise. It was also
interesting to note, during the production of this work, how the text is interpreted differently depending on the
background and references personal to the reader. In writing “I don’t sink into your voice but remember only the
[…] words over my tongue,” I was reminiscing of a romantic delivery of language. Yet when my mother read the
text, she assumed that it referred to my father, recalling times when she was stuck on my father’s callously chosen
words after verbal fights—when she could not remember his voice due to her obsession over his words. This
emotive interpretation is another stage of translation that my text undergoes, after the stages of translation
beforehand from thought to written text, from English to Korean, and then translated through the multiple speakers
whose voices diverge and overlap in the video.

13

Laura Hyun Yi Kang, Compositional Subjects.
Erika Balsom, “There is No Such Thing as Documentary: An Interview with Trinh T. Minh-Ha,” Frieze (Issue 199, 2018), 3.
15 Laura Hyun Yi Kang, Compositional Subjects, 219.
14
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Dawn After Night

The liminality is not only delivered through the alternating duality of the spoken and written languages, but also the
time of day. “Salt Dreams” takes place at night, “when cars […] (race) to catch the first glint of sun” and when
“Time is paralyzed until dawn […] as the night beckons with endless invitations.” The night, through dreams and
nightmares, simultaneously offers a window into the past and to what may be in the future. It is also a space of
concealed invisibility in which I and other women occupy and exist in to perform labor. “Crevices glisten” with
sweat as women toil away in kitchens and markets, preparing food for the family and customers, during the night
before the sun is up and everyone awakens. They are not seen. For Lunar New Years, Korean Thanksgiving, and
ancestral rituals (sul, chusok, and jesa) the daughter-in-law is up by daybreak to continue the food preparations from
the night before. In the markets, the women prepare hours before sunrise to fill their storefronts with fresh produce
and products for each new day. I wanted to dwell on this time of dawn, in particular, rather than the night, as it
suggests light and hope. Dawn signifies a change, the turn of night into day, a new beginning. My mother says in my
film “Inherited Labor,” “things will change in a better direction […] your generation will at least be better than my
generation. I have that belief.” With each dawn, a new day approaches, and the days will become a year. The sweat
and labor compressed in this time of day makes us we hold our breath in anticipation and hope.

Installation of Inherited Labor in “Cardinal Club,” The Anderson Gallery, 2021.

In the caves at night to dawn, we labor and prepare ourselves for a new generation and era of change. We are
invisible in the shadows of darkness but far from forgotten, as we remember ourselves and each other. Personal
narratives are piece and woven together; multiple threads coexist rather than a single voice standing alone and
replacing others as the only narrative. This is a subjective yet collective narrative that rejects historiography, as
history has denied women’s voices to enter its documented official account in a “denial of […] witness in [its]
archives.”16 History as we know it is quite literally his story. Similar to Cha’s “perpetual motion of search, in
Perpetual exile,”17 I am navigating my own identity and space which I occupy as a Korean woman in the United

16
17

Laura Hyun Yi Kang, Compositional Subjects, 226.
Theresa Hak Kyung Cha, Dictée, 81.
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States. The narrative explores and presents itself as “an interrogation of language” in its autobiographical,
intergenerational and abstract manifestations.

Blue Veins

Luscious fruit crinkled up skin bursting open at the seams
Waiting to be devoured, ravished.
Shadows cast on blue veins
under the faint light. soft skin.
You can tell their age by wrinkles, not on their face but neck,
she once told me
The wrinkles of the neck, the hands, cannot be hidden.
Displayed, scanned, peeled apart by his steel gaze
only to remain on the shelves,
still waiting.
We are performing our youth
under the scrutinous fluorescent glare
stripped bare,
Blue porcelain.
He takes home the gold pear
sinks his teeth into her succulent flesh
precious, exotic fruit on blue porcelain.
It is not worth fighting about its origins;
it is from the neighborhood thrift store.
Salted butter on blue porcelain
slips through his fingers
shatters on the ground in pieces. A small gasp escapes your mouth;
it is nothing precious after all.
He sweeps the shards and gets another. It is a shade lighter.
The clear sheen is what he likes about it
Glazed skin with blue veins.
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Occupying the Void

How do we exist in a capitalist society on its outskirts, against its temporality, in its lower ranks? Our labor, as
women, is often assumed— we are taught these skills from our mothers and our grandmothers, in acts of sharing and
caring. The love and generosity in this passed down labor is lost at once when integrated into the capitalist system.
Immediately it becomes mere “pericapitalist” raw materials— “simultaneously inside and outside capitalism”—that
can be exploited and taken as granted as natural resources to be “salvaged for capitalist accumulation”18 of wealth.
Skills such as sewing or cooking is expected of women “because they are women”—this “salvage accumulation is
the process that brings this skill [from the home] into the factory to the benefit of [others].”19 “Freedom,”20 then,
follows a rejection of standardized labor. The traditional practices and skills of making are typically taught along
generations out of necessity, as it is expected of one to know as the wife, daughter, and daughter-in-law. My selflearning of these skills and demonstrating my abilities in Performed Labor is an act of self-ownership, as I can
therefore reject the labor expected of a good Korean daughter-in-law not out of ignorance, but a deliberate refusal to
conform to these patriarchal practices.

Installation of Flipping Pears, 2020, video, in “Salt Dawn,” The Anderson Gallery, 2021

In doing so, I occupy a void-space. In Performed Labor, my hands and arms extend out from a circle in the black
void. By existing behind the void, I realize that “the void is not empty”21 but in fact one that is occupied fully by
those unseen—invisible women who background the fabric of a capitalist society, whose labor is neglected or
dismissed from the economic reward of wealth that is the very fundamental basis of Capitalism. The void is “not the
background against which something appears” but a “desiring orientation towards being/becoming, flush with
yearning and innumerable imaginings of what could be/might yet have been,” full of unrealized dreams and
possibilities. The “nothingness is a material presence, belying any insinuation of emptiness.”22 “When one is so
18

Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing, The Mushroom at the End of the World: on the possibility of life in capitalist ruins, 63.
Tsing, The Mushroom at the End of the World, 66.
20 Ibid, 71.
21 Karen Barad, “No Small Matter: Mushroom Clouds, Ecologies of Nothingness, and Strange Topologies of
Spacetimemattering,” in Arts of Living on a Damaged Planet: Ghosts and Monsters of the Anthropocene, ed. Anna Lowenhaupt
Tsing (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2017), 113.
22 Barad, “No Small Matter” in Arts of Living on a Damaged Planet, 112.
19
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completely torn from a clearly legible narrative of one’s past, the only authenticity is the blank space”(italics
added).23 Removed from one’s place of origin and ancestry, from ethnic belonging, the authenticity becomes a
constant performance with a heightened awareness of this performing self in the everyday presentation of one’s own
body and speech. My performance for the camera follows from this awareness. Who are those occupying the void
unseen? “The question of absence is as political as that of present” for “is it not always a question of what is seen,
acknowledged, and counted as present?” Barad says. “The notion that ‘untended,’ ‘uncultivated,’ ‘uncivilized’
spaces [of the void] are empty rather than plentiful, has been a well-worn tool used in the service of colonialism,
racism, capitalism, militarism, imperialism, nationalism, and scientism.”24

(top) Installation of Performed Labor in “Salt Dawn,” The Anderson Gallery, Richmond VA, 2021
(bottom) Still from Performed Labor (songpyun), 2021, video
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Patrick Rosal, Atang: an altar for listening to the beginning of the world (New Jersey: Quili-Quili Power Press, 2021), 65.
Karen Barad, “No Small Matter” in Arts of Living on a Damaged Planet, ed. Anna Tsing, 113.
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The labor in the practice of Korean traditions is mostly prepared by women before the actual ceremonies take place,
invisible and unacknowledged despite their critical and necessary role in the performance of traditions. The skills for
these women-occupied labor practices are passed down along the maternal side, existing inside the void, as a muscle
memory of the hands and body. To access this particular gendered history, we must look not at the written archives
and documents mediated by and of men, but at the body, and immaterial gestures within the body in labor.
“The distinctions between the monumental and the ephemeral lie along a spectrum, […] And inside the various
artifacts we consider ephemeral are vital forms of memory,” Rosal writes in “Atang: an altar for listening to the
beginning of the world.” It is also important to note and understand the interchangeability between ephemera and
permanency, at various scales. “They are both forms of an archive […] And so is the body […] So is the voice.”25
The body is an archive for personal and fragments of collective history that lives through its veins with a perishable
fragility and vulnerable exposure. The living archive of the body connects us to our roots and ancestral generations
before us, just like the sweat that runs through the glands of my palm linking me to my mother, or the scars on my
body reminding me of events in my past.
The capitalist economy lies separate and parallel from the gift economy, in its value assignment. How do you assign
or recognize the value of one’s labor, often taken for granted, that is given in generosity? I am interested in the value
transformation as much of my interpersonal, familial research is foregrounded by uncovering how one can exist
outside the capitalist system of recognition and reward yet be simultaneously essential to the workings of this
system. Commodities or labor, when presented or exchanged as gifts, is transformed in value that is not the same
value as how it existed, or exists, in the Capitalist economy. The anonymous inventory of capitalist commodities
takes on relational qualities when translated to gifts; the value of the product lies in the act of gifting (or giving),
detached from its origin of production. This is different from when the maker and gift-giver is the same; the labor
combined with the act of gifting increases the value of labor that went in it. What I strive to achieve through my
work is an uncovering, reconnecting towards a sense of unified belonging where individual voices overlap and find
way into a shared space: a collective experience of shared labor and the generational passage of time.

Stalagmite incense holder, clay, brass, 2021
25

Patrick Rosal, Atang: an altar for listening to the beginning of the world, 53.
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Stills from Performed Labor, 2021, video
(top) Performed Labor (kkochijeon), 2021, video
(bottom) Performed Labor (mandu), 2021, video
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Still from Salt Dreams, 2021, video

→ Link to Salt Dreams
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Installation of Salt Dreams in “Salt Dawn,” The Anderson Gallery, Richmond VA, 2021
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Vita

Cecilia Kim is a Korean video artist born in Seoul, South Korea. Kim has lived in five countries including
Korea, England, Australia, Singapore, and the United States. She received her Bachelor of Fine Art from
the School of the Art Institute of Chicago in 2017 and her Master of Fine Arts in Photography + Film at
Virginia Commonwealth University in 2021.
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